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Prescriptive & Performance based environment

**Prescriptive based environment**
- Regulations as administrative controls
  - Rigid regulatory framework
  - Inspections
  - Audits
  - Regulatory compliance

**Performance based environment**
- Regulations as safety risk controls
  - Dynamic regulatory framework
    - Data based identification
    - Prioritization of safety risks
  - Effective safety performance
Integrated Safety Management: The Key to Effective Safety-Based Performance
Optimised Continuing Airworthiness Management

• Opportunity to moving from a tailored design acquisition approach (TAREG 3) to a DASR system truly optimised to
  – Assure Airworthiness
  – Maximise Availability
  – Minimise Through-Life Cost
Aircraft Maintenance Processes – Achieving “Best of Breed”

we’re officially twice as reliable as our main competitor.
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Horizontal Integration of Existing Services to other Platforms